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Abstract: Recent patterns of human sentiments are highly influenced by
emoji based sentiments (EBS). Social media users are widely using emoji
based sentiments (EBS) in between text messages, tweets and posts. Although
tiny pictures of emoji contains sufficient information to be considered for
construction of classification model; but due to the wide range of dissimilar,
heterogynous and complex patterns of emoji with similar meanings (SM) have
become one of the significant research areas of machine vision. This paper
proposes an approach to provide meticulous assistance to social media appli-
cation (SMA) users to classify the EBS sentiments. Proposed methodology
consists upon three layers where first layer deals with data cleaning and feature
selection techniques to detect dissimilar emoji patterns (DEP) with similar
meanings (SM). In first sub step we input set of emoji, in second sub step
every emoji has to qualify user defined threshold, in third sub step algorithm
detects every emoji by considering as objects and in fourth step emoji images
are cropped, after data cleaning these tiny images are saved as emoji images.
In second step we build classification model by using convolutional neural
networks (CNN) to explore hidden knowledge of emoji datasets. In third
step we present results visualization by using confusion matrix and other
estimations. This paper contributes (1) data cleaning method to detect EBS;
(2) highest classification accuracy for emoji classification measured as 97.63%.

Keywords: Deep learning; machine vision; convolutional neural networks;
social media; emoji based sentiments

1 Introduction

Although; every emoji based sentiment (EBS) contains very high amount of information that
carries a very rich knowledge about the human feelings, emotions and intuitions. However the use
of efficient machine learning techniques would provide more meticulous assistance to social media
application (SMA) users to find the deepest hidden knowledge of EBS emotions [1–3]. A single
emoji based sentiment (EBS) itself is a complete message if decrypted properly [4,5]. Every emoji
of similar group interprets dissimilar meaning (DSM) in the text message services of various SMA
applications, because emoji consists upon complex features, heterogynous morphologies and dissimilar
appearances. As shown in Tab. 1 that U+1F600 Unicode has dissimilar appearance and morphology
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in the text messages of WhatsApp, Facebook, Google, twitter and other SMA [6]. For example shape
of grinning smile in WhatsApp appears like and grinning smile shape in Facebook appears like
with same Unicode U+1F600, there is strong variation in emoji symbols (ES) [7–9]. Thus classification
of EBS have become one of the significant research problems and it needs significant methods to be
solved with higher accuracies [10]. In order to resolve all above stated problems, this paper offers an
approach to classify the EBS and to find out the deepest knowledge of emoji based sentiments (EBS).
First layer of our proposed method performs data cleaning operations and selects dissimilar emoji
patterns (DEP). In first sub step we input set of emoji, in second sub step every emoji has to qualify
user defined threshold.

Table 1: Visual appearance of emoji in social media applications (SMA)

EMA Code Apple Google Facebook Wind Twitter

U+1F600

U+1F603

U+1F642

In third sub-step proposed method performs auto detection of emoji on the basis of associated
properties to activate the auto crop function as a region of interest (ROI). At final sub-step a user
defined class label attribute is added and data is converted into tensor flow data format in a pkl dataset.
The second layer builds a decision model by using convolutional neural network (CNN) to extract
the hidden knowledge of EBS datasets. Final layer is responsible to present the result visualization
where confusion matrix based accuracy, precision, recall measures are used. This paper contributes (1)
EBS data cleaning method and (2) highest classification accuracy estimated as 97.63%. Used datasets
consist upon 143144 emoji observations whereas we have selected ten most common sentiments (ST)
from the datasets to classify the EBS of students. For example; ST-01 represented by using ST-02

, ST-03 , ST-04 , ST-05 , ST-06 , ST-07 , ST-08 , ST-09 , ST-010 .

This paper is organized into several sections where section one presents introduction and section
two describes literature review; whereas methodology is described in section three. The section four is
dedicated to demonstrate the results of this research article; whereas final section is devoted to describe
the conclusion of this paper.

2 Related Works

Classification of emoji based sentiments (EBS) is one of the significant research problems and
fall into predictive mining domain where identification of emoji patterns would provide more precise
results to social media (SMA) users. Our proposed approach offers a data cleaning method and highest
classification accuracy to classify the dissimilar emoji patterns (DEP) with similar meaning (SM).
Following related literature review is presented in three sub-sections where development of emoji
based sentiments (EBS) is discussed in sub Section 2.1, machine vision techniques are described in
sub Section 2.2; whereas related research approaches are presented in sub-Section 2.3.
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2.1 Emoji Based Sentiments (EBS)

Emoji based sentiment (EBS) itself considered as fully communicable language and emoji are
small pictogram, logograms or smiley symbols that can be used instated of text messages. Emoji
has reshaped the nonverbal conversation by introducing symbols which not only to represents the
smiley face with thousands of moods but also it can cover a wide range of events, situations and
sentiments. For example; weather, food, school, transport, animals and etc. [11]. The concept of
graphical representation of emotions was presented by Russian professor Vladimir Nabokov in 1960
during his interview with The New York Times, however the ideas of using emotions in mobile
based IMSs was proposed by Scott Fahlman in 1990 and Japanese mobiles introduce basic smileys
in 1997 [12]. Emoji were comprising over12 × 12 pixel and can easily be used independently or within
the text. EBS were developed by using Unicode approved by International standard organization
(ISO) standardized emoji vide ISO-15924 script code which is supported by all operating system
including android operating systems. In recent years emoji EBS most attractive option for conversation
worldwide and animated emoji.

2.2 Image Processing

Recent advancements in computer vision has enabled computers to identify, recognize and predict
various objects of real-world objects. EBS Images are comprising over finite set of pixels. A two
dimensional array of numerical quantities represents the images as per existence of internal memory of
the computer but due to the development of efficient algorithms of artificial intelligence, computers are
increasing their capability to recognize the objects by analyzing various dimensions of EBS. Detection
of sets of pixels is considered as object detection. Object detection can be done by using various
algorithms, where threshold segmentation [13], canny edge detection [14], super pixels [15] and graph
cut segmentation could be used [16]. Detection of Emoji is unique problem because it lies in between the
text messages in SMAs. Seed approximation is quit helpful to detect the emoji and estimated cropping
could be done by finding the circles around the emoji. Random walk algorithm (RWA) is useful for
seed approximation (SA) in an image. RWA is very efficient algorithm which visits each pixel of the
image and detects the object and background separately [17]. RWA takes probability by considering
nodes, arcs and weights where each pixel is denoted as node and connected set of similar nodes on the
basis of pixel intensity (assigned to each pixel as weight) [18]. Assume that each emoji is a connected
graph where node vi which forms node ei,j connected by neighboring pixels vi and vj. The similarity of
pixels is combination of intensity, colour and texture features. The function wij=exp(−β( gi− gj )

2) is used to
estimate probabilities of images.

2.3 Related Research Approaches

First: A sentiment [19] analysis using EBS data was proposed and textures, bag of words features
were extracted and deep learning models were used to predict the sentiments. Texture matching, RNN,
CNN and CBOW machine learning techniques were compared for classify the EBS sentiments and
highest classification accuracy was reported as 90% by authors, whereas we propose a data cleaning
method to detect the emoji images from the set of complex patterns of Facebook posts and WhatsApp
messages and our approach received 97.63% accuracy.

Second: Tweet based EBS datasets [20] were classified to predict the sentiments. In their method-
ology Emoji were loaded into vector data on 0.5 threshold similarity index to detect similar patterns
of emoji based sentiments and estimated classification accuracy was recorded as 85.5%, whereas our
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method auto-detect EBS and convert them into pkl format to train and test CNN classifier and
estimated accuracy is 97.63%.

Third: Emoji based sentiments (EBS) were collected from the tweets to perform sentiment analysis
[21]. Two machine learning techniques Random Forest and Support vector machine were used to build
models. Best classification accuracy approximated as 65.2%. Emoji images are complex, heterogeneous
and found dissimilar appearance in social media applications, therefore, needs significant effort to
preprocess and we consider morphometric features and tensor flow based features to classify the EBS
and to train the classifier.

A comparison [22] of neural network classifier was presented and EBS sentiments’ datasets
were trained to find the deepest hidden knowledge of datasets. The best classification accuracy
was approximated as 80.56%. Whereas we obtained 97.63% overall classification accuracy for EBS
sentiments’ datasets.

An emoji classification technique [23] was proposed where text scores were evaluated using bag
of words to identify the emoji. The feature of Bag of words and CNN architecture was used to build
the classification model. Reported classification accuracy remained 35.50%, whereas our approach
proposes a preprocessing method with highest classification accuracy.

An unsupervised classification [24] approach was proposed to classify the emoji with similar
meaning. AI base K-means clustering technique was used and the accuracy is not shown by authors,
whereas we follow supervised classification method.

Emoji unsupervised [25] classification techniques was proposed to find out the pattern of happy,
fun, love on the basis of similarity. K-means clustering technique was used whereas classification
accuracy is not reported, whereas we obtained 97.63% classification accuracy.

Emoji sentiment analysis [26] was proposed. SMO classifier was used to build model. Classifi-
cation accuracy was recorded as 90.10%, we consider emoji as an image and offer a preprocessing
method.

Emoji based sentiment data [27] was classified by using Bayesian network, perceptron neural
network machine learning algorithms and best accuracy was recorded as 97.23%, whereas we obtained
highest classification accuracy for emoji datasets.

Our proposed approach investigates to extract the patterns of EBS sentiments recorded from the
students’ text messages, tweets and posts on social media applications (SMA). Since appearance of
every emoji based sentiment is dissimilar in appearance among the SMA applications i.e., WhatsApp,
Facebook, twitter, google and others. Due to this reason we consider emoji as image data. We propose
a methodology to prepare EBS sentiments posted under the umbrella of SMA. Overall classification
accuracy of our proposed approach was recorded as approximately 97.63%.

3 Methodology

The proposed methodology of this article deals with the classification problem of emoji based
sentiments (EBS) and falls into the category of predictive mining. Since dissimilar emoji patterns
(DEP) with similar meanings (SM) from social media applications (SMA) are very hard to detect as
object in set of images of WhatsApp, Facebook and other SMA applications. This paper contributes
(1) a data cleaning method to auto-detect emoji based sentiments (EBS) from text messages, tweets
and posts and (2) our proposed approach proposes highest classification accuracy as 97.63% approx.
The methodology is divided into three layers where first layer prepares data by applying data
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cleaning operations and second layer constructs classification model and third layer presents results
visualization as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Deep Learning framework for classification of emoji based sentiments workflow

3.1 Dataset

Used dataset contains 16000 Facebook pages of text messages and WhatsApp group’s chat
messages. Approximated 2.5 million reactions and 0.5 million comments were made upon the online
education system over SMA. The SMA groups were created to conduct the research on sentiment
analysis at Shah Abdul Latif University (SALU), Pakistan during the pandemic periods of COVID-
19 from April, 2020-March, 2021. In the comments section a very rich information was available in the
format of text messages, posts and tweets. Around 1,364,206 comments were posted by the university
students and almost 2,532,361 emoji based sentiments (EBS) were used to show their opinion. We
selected 10 EBS shapes because they were found with high frequency. Used datasets contain 143144
emoji based sentiments (EBS) observations, out of them ten most common EBS sentiments (ST) were
selected to form datasets as described below.

The sentiment (ST) expression ST 1 is represented by using whereas ST 2 is defined with symbol
, ST 3 is shown as , ST 4 is presented as , ST 5 is described with , ST 6 is exposed with , ST 7

is denoted with , ST 8 is displayed with , ST 9 expression is shown with and ST 10 is exemplified
with .

3.2 Data Cleaning Layer

Data cleaning layer is responsible to prepare the datasets by apply data cleaning operations to
detect the emoji based sentiments EBS from the complex and heterogeneous images of WhatsApp,
Facebook and others SMA application. Let’s consider that gabber filter bank have been used to find
out the presence of such emotions. Parameters and thickness of various particles of emoji described
by ζ variable where smallest as well as largest EBS particles can be approximated from any dataset,
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however size ranges optimization is fully dependent upon the image resolution because shape of every
emoji is hard to detect since same type of emoji has been found with heterogeneity in terms of shapes.

Let’s consider an emoji is composed r1 ≤ r2 ≤ x2 + y2 ≤ (r + ζ )2 where r have been used
to represent radius. There are fair chances to consider special positions so called location. These
locations are denoted by x and y coordinates in an image where x represents row and y carries column
locations. Where x̌ = xi, yi could be considered as center of detected emoji found among coordinates
of [x1, . . . , x2r+1], − r −ζ ≤ xi ≤ r + ζ pixels [28]. Where EBS patch size r have been considered as

Gaussian function by convolved [29] with fr
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As per above Eq. (1) maximization parameter corresponds to search pixel by pixel emoji quantities

under the filter bank denoted by filter fr

(
⇀
x
)

where most probable shape of emoji around coordinates

of
⇀
x

∗
, where similar radius r is detected by considering ring shapes as per nature of emoji presentation

around its CP (central point). The filter bank considers most probable responses and the rest of pixel
responses are supposed to background and such weak responses are omitted as noisy BI (background
information), meanwhile the estimated yield size performs crop operation by traversing best matched
filters [29].

Considering the emoji as shape of ellipse, theoretically elliptical filters are more better among the
ring shaped filters because the filters are capable to generate more stronger responses but some of
the parameters such as major or minor axis and angle with rotations could consume time to find out
the shape of ellipse as per emoji features therefore it is quit feasible to use larger searching strategy
and space to use NCC operations and our used ring shaped filters have provided assistance to detect
the circular and elliptical shapes of emoji were kept as BI which were persisting in WhatsApp as well
as in Facebook images Fig. 2.

A three intensity based responses are approximated to classify the emoji by using standard k-
means clustering method where WR (weak responses) as shown in Fig. 3 and recorded from emoji
structures, SR (strong responses) estimated for representation potential emoji and BR (background
response) which is to be omitted by k-means clustering method [30].
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Figure 2: DES emoji object detection

Figure 3: In (A) Emoji k-clusters are extracted (B) weak responses and strong responses of Emoji
based sentiment data are selected (c) Strong responses vs. Weak responses are estimated and (D) strong
responses are selected and weak responses are omitted

DES detection could be done from the several number of emoji objects as shown Fig. 2. The text
could be found emerged with the emojis but removal of inconsistent data as per our cause has been
removed and then auto crop function has been applied to detect the each DES object.
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Auto crop function [31] requires some parameters to cut sub-image as per area of emoji. A spatial
positions of the emoji contributing pixels could be estimated by using Eq. (2), where A represents the
area of emoji which is estimation of total number of columns and rows represented with i , j and B
carries the background information for noise reduction.

A =
n∑

i=1

m∑
i=1

B(i, j) (2)

The longest diameter of the EBS could be found by using ELD =
√

(x1 − x2)
2
(y1 − y2)

2,
ELD (EBS Longest Diameter) and ESD (EBS shortest diameter) could be calculated ESD =√

(x2 − x1)
2
(y2 − y1)

2 where x1 and x2 are the shortest arcs and nodes to represent smallest circles
of EBS. The roundness of EBS could be estimated by putting as per Eqs. (3) and (4)

P = even count + √
2 (odd count) (3)

ROI γ = A
P

4π × Area
P2

(4)

Using connected component analysis, nuclei seeds can be obtained by computing the mass center
of each isolated pixel cluster classified as strong responses. System cropped EBS from WhatsApp and
Facebook messages various sizes and we resized them 28 ∗ 28 pixels. Preprocessing technique cropped
100000 EBS having various class labels. We selected most common EBS as described in datasets details.
The selected 250000 EBS used for training and testing purposes with the ratio of 80/20.

3.3 Classification Layer

We build CNN based architecture which consists upon input layer to deal the tensor flow data,
hidden layer to extract the deepest knowledge of the datasets, whereas in case of feed forwarded
network middle layer because all above stated layers coordinates to solve the classification problem
from inputs to outputs by using masked activation function and finally convolutional neural network
performs the convolutes [32].

Let’s consider, a CNN model accepts inputs as tensor which defines shapes in form of number
of x inputs x number of heights inputs x number of width inputs x channel inputs to represent the
morphologies of emoji. Such inputs are passed to convolutional layer to define an abstract level which
is said to feature map, such map is also known as activation map where number of total inputs are
multiplied with feature map heights, width and channels.

As CNN are derived from the basic idea of human neurons. The visual cortex responses like
neurons and each neuron processes data to its receptive field where fully connected set of neurons
could learn features of particular object to recognize and classify as per data. CNN layers convolve
user supplied inputs and passes the inputs to the next connected layer.

We constructed the architecture for high resolution images of EBS. Every EBS is consists upon
the small size of 28 × 28 size of pixels where each pixel is considered as input feature map. 28 × 28 size
pixels occupies almost 784 weights for each neurons at the second layer of decision model. the model
allow image size 5 × 5 construction regions would provide more assistance to test the emoji because
deeper view of pixel sets shares tilling regions by considering same weights to each layer by requiring 25
learning parameters gradient information which seems to create relation between the spatial features
at the pooling and convolution stages among the neural networks [33].

Pooling layers plays important role in dimension reduction by concatenating outputs with the
neurons clusters from layer one to onward layers, local pooling is involve into deep combination
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of smallest size of tilling sizes around 2 × 2 and global pooling turns to act as a bridge between
quantiles of feature maps which is commonly called max pool layer by using max as well average
highest quantiles in above stated matrix of feature map whereas min pooling deals with the maximum
values persisting within the neurons. In max pooling makes image partitions as per architecture defined
for particular problem. We extracted 2 × 2 features in max pooling for output to support the fully
connected layer outputs because dimension reduction may protect the model from over-fit due to huge
number of data observations. We use ReLU layer and it supports local and global feature operations
as per Eq. (5).

fX ,Y (s) = max1

a, b=0S2X+a, 2 Y+b (5)

The process of overfitting is also known as down-sampling which considers the parameters
as memory footprint because the pooling performs its operation independent for every piece of
information either any depth and slices of input and sizes by forming max pooling layer with related
filters containing the size of 2 × 2 , height , width and discording quantities. Region of interest provides
faster environment in object detection because optimization of max pool layer supports fast R-CNN
model [34].

ReLU layer [34] works iteratively on non-saturating function which can be described as f (x) =
max(0, x) and it handles the activation map by removing negative quantities by updated such situations
with zero. This layer is responsible to introduce the decision function without affecting the overall
network with respective fields as defined in proposed model of convolutional layers, however other
functions like increase linearity would provide best fit to consider the examples of saturation on
account of hyperbolic tangent f (x) = tanh(x), f (x) = tanh(x) by considering the σ (x) = (1 + e−x)−1

sigmoid function where ReLU is often option to applied to train the neural network redundantly.

Let’s consider a fully connected convolutional layers and max pool layers are responsible for
classification of EBS where every neuron as per feature map is connected to next higher layer. In
such activation can be computed by considering the affine transformation along with the procedures
of matrix multiplication and vector addition of learned observation are avoided by using bias offset
quantities as derived from matrix multiplication values.

Accuracy = TP + TN
N

× 100 (6)

Preceiion = TP
TP + FP

(7)

Recall = TP
TP + FN

(8)

We approximated accuracy as Eq. (6) whereas precision as per Eq. (7) and recall measure as
Eq. (8).

4 Results

The dissimilar emoji patterns (DEP) with similar (SM) classified to assist the social media
application (SMA) users and the proposed data cleaning method detected around 2,532,361. The
proposed decision model was assigned 143144 observations to build the classification model by using
convolutional neural network (CNN). The results for emoji based sentiment (EBS) classification are
presented by using confusion matrix as shown in Tab. 2 whereas precision and recall measures are
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estimated for each class label attribute and shown in Tab. 3. Each class label attribute represents an
emoji based sentiment (EBS) as sentiment (ST). The classifier classified 19200 observations for the
class label ST-01 and the precision for ST-01 class was measured about 99.16% whereas recall measure
was approximated as about 98.38%. The classification model classified 11721 observations for the class
label ST-02, meanwhile estimated precision 96.97% and recall 97.33% was approximated. ST-03 type
EBS were 18515 as identified by the classifier whereas 97.91% precision and 98.34% recall measure was
estimated. The constructed classification model identified 15055 observation for the class label ST-04
whereas 96.87% precision and 98.07% recall was approximated. There were 1748 instances recognized
by the classifier form the sentiment number ST-05, meanwhile 85.48% precision measure and 86.48%
recall estimation was approximated. There were 12120 observation for the sentiment number ST-06,
meanwhile 97.19% precision and 97.81% recall measure was approximated by the classifier. ST-07
class label attribute was classified by the proposed algorithm as 17400, whereas 98.02% precision
was estimated and 97.68% measures were recorded. There were 14100 instances for the class label
attribute ST-08, where 98.26% precision and 97.40% recall measures were estimated. The classification
model recognized 12517 observations for the class label ST-09, whereas 96.99% precision measure
was estimated and 97.64% recall estimation was approximated. The class label attribute ST-10 was
classified as 15528 instances, meanwhile 98.07% precision measure was recorded and 97.18% recall
estimation was recorded. Over all accuracy of our approach was measured as 97.63%.

Table 2: Emoji classification: confusion matrix

EBS ST-01 ST-02 ST-03 ST-04 ST-05 ST-06 ST-07 ST-08 ST-09 ST-10

ST-01 19200 21 3 15 17 35 21 26 16 8
ST-02 75 11721 35 6 22 24 66 14 77 44
ST-03 44 21 18515 41 55 54 67 27 26 59
ST-04 34 35 78 15055 42 8 81 77 56 76
ST-05 13 33 22 26 1748 49 22 34 41 57
ST-06 10 17 54 51 0 12120 37 47 63 71
ST-07 74 32 28 75 30 12 17400 91 2 8
ST-08 31 69 22 8 37 4 7 14190 6 67
ST-09 18 77 61 37 32 50 19 34 12517 60
ST-10 17 29 9 38 39 36 94 28 16 15528

Table 3: Emoji classification: precision and recall measures

EBS Total number of
observations

Classified by
classifier

Precision per class
label

Recall per class
label

ST-01
143144 19200 99.16% 98.38%

ST-02 11721 96.97% 97.33%
ST-03 18515 97.91% 98.34%
ST-04 15055 96.87% 98.07%
ST-05 1748 85.48% 86.45%

(Continued)
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Table 3: Continued
EBS Total number of

observations
Classified by
classifier

Precision per class
label

Recall per class
label

ST-06 12120 97.19% 97.81%
ST-07 17400 98.02% 97.68%
ST-08 14190 98.26% 97.40%
ST-09 12517 96.99% 97.64
ST-10 15528 98.07% 97.18%
Overall estimated classification accuracy 97.63%

The compression of our proposed approach with literature is shown in Tab. 4 which shows that
our approached received highest classification accuracy and ROC is shown in Fig. 4. This paper
contributes (1) data cleaning method for emoji based sentiments (EBS) and (2) highest classification
accuracy approximated as 97.63%.

Table 4: Emoji classification: comparison with literature

Year & ref: Total observations Classified by classifier Accuracy per class label

2017, [19] Emoji RNN, CNN and CBOW 90%
2016, [20] Emoji Threshold similarity 85.5%
2018, [21] Emoji RF and SVM 65.2%
2019, [22] Emoji Neural network 80.56%
2018, [23] Emoji Bag of words and CNN 35.50%
2021, [24] Emoji K-means clustering 97.63%
2016, [25] Emoji SMO 90.10%
2019, [26] Emoji Bayesian Network, Perceptron

Neural Network
97.23%

Our approach Emoji CNN 97.63%

Figure 4: ROC CURVE for emoji based sentiments
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5 Conclusion and Discussion

The semantics and syntax of tiny emoji based sentiments (EBS) contain a rich peace of informa-
tion and considered as complete message; but machine vision techniques could be trained to learn
such emotions, intuitions and sentiments by using optimized approaches of deep learning. Every
emoji consists upon complex patterns, deviated morphologies, heterogeneous patterns and dissimilar
appearance in various social media applications (SMA) as shown in Tab. 1. Complex, heterogeneous
and mimic patterns of EBS are very hard to detect because EBS shapes are dissimilar emoji patterns
(DEP) with similar meaning (SM). Prediction of EBS would provide more meticulous assistance to
SMA user to predict the user behaviors. We collected datasets from text images, posts and tweets made
over SMA applications such as Facebook pages and WhatsApp groups. The pages and groups were
created during online education at SALU, Pakistan. Used dataset contains 143144 EBS observations
which were found most frequent in the Facebook comments and WhatsApp messages.

This paper offers a system to classify the emoji images and to find out the deepest knowledge of
EBS. First layer of our proposed algorithm contains data preparation layer where data cleaning and
feature selection techniques are used to detect dissimilar emoji patterns (DEP). In first sub step we
input set of emoji, in second sub step every emoji has to qualify user defined threshold, in third sub step
algorithm detects every emoji by considering as objects and in fourth step emoji images are cropped,
after data cleaning these tiny images are saved as emoji images. In second step we build classification
model by using convolutional neural networks (CNN) to explore hidden knowledge of emoji datasets.
In third step we present results visualization by using confusion matrix and other estimations.

The results of our approach show that show that precision for each sentiment (ST) was measured
respectively, ST-01 99.16%, ST-02 96.97% , ST-03 97.91%, ST-04 96.27%, ST-05 85.48%,
ST-06 97.19%, ST-07 98.02%, ST-08 98.26% ST-09 96.99% and ST-10 98.07%. The recall for
each sentiment (ST) was measured respectively, ST-01 98.38%, ST-02 97.33% , ST-03 98.34%,
ST-04 98.07%, ST-05 86.45%, ST-06 97.81%, ST-07 97.68%, ST-08 97.40% ST-09 97.64%
and ST-10 97.18%. This paper contributes a data cleaning methodology and highest classification
accuracy measured as 97.63%.
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